We provide a domain-theoretic framework for possibility theory by studying possibility measures on the lattice of opens of a topological space. The powerspaces Poss(X) , whereas the second space could be the carrier of meaning for a cost, or running time analysis. Note that we stipulated that these functions are continuous. That way we ensure that the process of approximating total 1 Reinhold Heckmann, Klaus Keimel and Philipp S underhauf make valuable suggestions when I presented preliminary parts of this material at the
Possibility Measures
This extended abstract attempts to recast some of the work done in quantitative domain theory within the traditional domain theory of continuous domains and lattices. We illustrate our approach with the two prime targets of quan- 
for all F P(X). Possibility theory is motivated by the observation that non-determinism can arise through uncertainty, or through unsharpness of data. The rst kind is captured well with standard notions of probability theory whereas the latter seems to fare better with concepts based on fuzzy set theories 4]. Unsharpness implies non-speci c and therefore set-valued semantics. This brings us into the familiar realm of powerdomains 3]. In this paper we develop an algebraic theory of possibility measures in a topological setting; the power set P(X) is then merely the special case of a discrete topological space. This leads us to de ning possibility measures as 
for all U; V 2 O(X). Clearly, such a property cannot be expected from supmaps of that same type. However, topological possibility measures do satisfy a similar modular law if we replace`+' with`_', the binary supremum in 0; 1]. Any topological possibility measure must be monotone since it is a sup-map. Therefore, the fuzzy modular law
reduces to (U V ) = (U) _ (V ). Thus, satis es the fuzzy law in (3 We would like to know whether the preservation of ltered open intersections also characterizes possibility measures with nite image, but this seems unlikely. Since is the supremum of all step functions way-below it, we are done as soon as the process of`taking the greatest sup-preserving map below a Scottcontinuous map' preserves suprema. Thus we need to show that the self map 
Simple Possibility Measures as a Basis
f( A a) = B f(a) (14) for all 2 0; 1], respectively 0; 1], and a; a 0 2 A. Since has to be inter- we may compute 
